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II Components Ⅱ　こうせいようそ
This section explains various elements that make up the contents of a
Japanese book from the perspective of what contents constitute a Japanese
book.

(1) Content Structure of
Japanese Books

（1）わしょのないようこ
うせい

The following are major elements that make up the contents of a Japanese
book.
These can be divided into those that had existed from the time of producing
the book and those that were added later. Elements other than the main text
do not always exist.

Elements from the Time of
Production
(Not Always Present Except
the Main Text)

せいさくとうしょからのよ
うそ（ほんぶんいがいはか
くこともある）

Hyoshi Kisai
(Statement on the Cover)

ひょうしきさい Generally gedai (this may be added later).

Mikaeshi kisai
(Statement on the Inside
Cover)

みかえしきさい The inside cover title, author's name, publisher's name, etc.

Tobira Kisai
(Statement on the Title Page)

とびらきさい The title for the title page, etc.

Jo (Foreword) じょ Introduction or preface.

Mokuroku (Table of Contents) もくろく The list of chapter, section and item names in the book.

Honbun (Main Text ) ほんぶん
The central part of the book. This may include pictures in addition to
characters.

Batsu (Afterword ) ばつ Addendum or postscript.

Okugaki おくがき
Note written at the end of a manuscript book about who transcribed the
book, and when and how.

Kanki かんき Note on what publisher published the printed book, and when and how.

Koukoku (Advertisement) こうこく Promotion of existing or forthcoming publications by the publisher.

Additive Elements
(Not Always Present)

ふかされたようそ（かくこ
ともある）

Kakiire (Note) かきいれ
Annotations or guiding marks for reading Chinese sentences. Often written
in the space between lines, upper or lower margins or the reverse side of a
leaf (some manuscript books have ones from the beginning).

Fusen/Harigami (Tag/Patch) ふせん・はりがみ
Annotations or supplements written on a separate piece of paper and
attached to the book.

Shikigo しきご Words written down by the owner about the book or work.
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Owner's Signature しょぞうしょめい Person's name written down to indicate the ownership.

Ownership Stamp ぞうしょいん Stamps affixed to indicate the ownership.

Reference Symbols/Numbers せいりきごう・せいりばん
ごう

Symbols or numbers written down for organizing and storing books.

(2) Daiki (Book Title) （2）しょめい（だいき）

Many Japanese books have a statement of the book title (daiki). This can be
categorized broadly into the title on the cover (gedai) and the title inside the
book (naidai). Naidai is further categorized according to the position of the
title.

Gedai げだい
Gedai is the book title shown on the cover. In contrast, naidai is the title
shown inside the book. Some books have the title shown by using daisen or a
paper slip, while others show the title written directly on the cover.

Uchitsukegaki-gedai うちつけがきげだい

Uchitsukegaki-gedai is gedai directly written on the cover. In the case of
older Japanese books, the title was written on the cover directly without
daisen. It seems that the general use of daisen began after the Muromachi
period.

Kaki-daisen かきだいせん
Daisen is a long narrow slip of paper or cloth attached to the cover to show
gedai or the volume order. Kaki-daisen is daisen on which characters are
written with a writing brush. Manuscript books usually use kaki-daisen.

Suri-daisen すりだいせん
Suri-daisen is daisen on which characters are printed. It is mainly used for
printed books, but rarely used for manuscript books produced by a book
store.

E-daisen えだいせん
E-daisen is daisen on which pictures related to the book's content are drawn
in addition to the title. It was used for many kusazoshi-style books since the
middle Edo period.

Suri-gedai すりげだい
Suri-gedai is gedai directly printed on the cover. Some only consist of
characters, while others are surrounded by a frame in the shape of daisen.
This was often used for simple books with fewer leaves.

Mikaeshi-dai みかえしだい
A kind of naidai on the front inside cover. Manuscript books and old printed
books before the Edo period usually do not have it.

Tobira-dai とびらだい A kind of naidai on the title page.

Jo-dai じょだい
A kind of naidai at the beginning of the foreword. This is usually in the form
of "(Title) Foreword."

Mokuroku-dai もくろくだい
A kind of naidai at the beginning of the table of contents. This is usually in
the form of "(Title) Table of contents."

Kanshu-dai かんしゅだい
A kind of naidai at the beginning of the main text. In the narrow sense, this
kanshu-dai is often called naidai.

Hashira-dai (Hanshin
Shomei)

はしらだい（はんしんしょ
めい）

The title on the part of hanshin (pillar) of a printed sasshibon book, often
called hashira-dai. It is better to call it hanshin shomei, because it is often not
the official title but an abbreviated title.

Bidai びだい
A kind of naidai at the end of the main text. This often takes a form of
"(Title) End."

Batsu-dai ばつだい
A kind of naidai at the beginning of the afterword. This is generally in the
form of "(Title) Afterword."

Koguchi-gaki こぐちがき
Words written in shita-koguchi. In most cases, the owner wrote the title or
volume numbers for the convenience of organizing or storing the books,
while other information may be written.
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(3) Jo/Batsu
　　(Foreword/Afterword)

（3）じょ・ばつ
Japanese books often have a foreword or afterword. Some were written by
the author or editor, while others were written by someone else. They often
provide important information about the establishment of the book.

Jo (Foreword) じょ

The foreword corresponds to an introduction. In many cases, it is written by
the author or someone related to the author. In some instances, a prestigious
person is requested to write one, or a person writes one later when an old
book is published again.

Batsu (Afterword) ばつ
The afterword corresponds to a postscript. Like a foreword, it is written by
the author or someone related to the author, or a person in later times. This
may be titled "kojo" or the back foreword.

(4) Honbun (Main Text) （4）ほんぶん
The main text is the most important element in the contents of a Japanese
book. A book could be formed without elements other than the main text, but
no books lack the main text.

Honbun (Main Text) ほんぶん
The central part of a work. It may include pictures in addition to characters,
and sometimes only consists of pictures or figures. This is different from the
term in the narrow sense, i.e., the main text in contrast to notes.

Mokuroku
(Table of Contents)

もくろく

The list of chapter, section and item names in a work. For a work consisting
of several volumes, the table of contents is shown in each of the volumes in
some cases, while a list for all the volumes is shown at the beginning in other
cases.

Chosaku Chūki ちょさくちゅうき
An account primarily about the author or the establishment of the work
under or at the side of kanshu-dai. This term includes both ones written by
the author and ones written by someone else later.

(5) Okugaki and Shikigo （5）おくがきとしきご

Okugaki, unique to manuscript books, is an account at the end of the book
about who transcribed the book and on which date. Shikigo is words written
down by the owner about the book or work, both in manuscript and printed
books.

Okugaki おくがき
The account written at the end of the book, by the person who transcribed
the manuscript book, about the date, name and how it was transcribed. This
is categorized into hon-okugaki and shosha-okugaki (see (2) in IV).

Shikigo しきご
Words written down by the owner about the book or work. Like okugaki, it
is written at the end of the book, as well as at the beginning or a margin
inside the book.

(6) Kanki and
     Kōkoku(Advertisement)

（6）かんきとこうこく
Kanki is an account of the publication date and the publisher of a printed
book. It is printed at the end or on the front inside cover. An advertisement is
a promotion of publications by the publisher.

Kanki at the End of the
Main Body

ほんたいぶぶんまつびのか
んき

Kanki shown at the end of the main body. In sasshibon, it is generally shown
in a margin of the last leaf if available.

Kanki on the Back Inside
Cover

あとみかえしのかんき
Kanki shown by using the back inside cover (ato-mikaeshi) of sasshibon.
This type of kanki may be particularly called okuzuke.

Kanki on the Front Inside
Cover

まえみかえしのかんき
Kanki shown on the front inside cover (mae-mikaeshi) of sasshibon. In
general, it takes a simple form only with the publisher's name (year and
month) without sentences about how the book was published.

Zohan-ki/Zohan-in ぞうはんき・ぞうはんいん

A kind of kanki in the broad sense, but with the name of zohan-sha (the
owner of the publishing right). Many zohan-sha's are han or feudal domains,
temples/shrines, schools run by a scholar's home, etc. Ones in the form of a
stamp are called zohan-in.

Kōkoku (Advertisement) こうこく
Promotion of existing or forthcoming publications by the publisher.
Generally at the end of the book, some are shown next to kanki, while others
are on an independent leaf or attached on the inside cover.

(7) Kakiire, Fusen (Tag),
Harigami (Patch)

（7）かきいれ・ふせん・
はりがみ

Readers may write down notes or memos directly on a book, or on a separate
piece of paper attached to the book. The former is called kakiire, and the
latter a tag or patch.

Kakiire かきいれ

Guiding marks written down in Chinese sentences, or notes, supplements or
memos written in the space between lines or a margin. Some are unique to
the applicable book, while some were transcribed from the original or
another book. Kakiire written on the reverse side of a leaf in kansubon or
orihon is particularly called uragaki.
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Uragaki うらがき
Annotations or supplements written on the reverse side of a leaf (shihai) in
kansubon or orihon. In principle, it is written on the reverse side of the
words or article it refers to.

Fusen/Harigami (Tag/Patch) ふせん・はりがみ
Notes at supplements written on a separate piece of paper attached to the
book, instead of being written directly on the book.

(8) Owner Information （8）しょぞうしゃじょう
ほう

The owner of a Japanese book often puts a stamp or signature on it. This is
an important clue to know where this book was transcribed and how it has
been inherited.

Owner's Signature しょぞうしょめい A signature written by the owner on the book to indicate his/her ownership.

Ownership Stamp ぞうしょいん
A stamp affixed by the owner on the book to indicate his/her ownership. It is
not uncommon for the same owner to use several different stamps.


